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Draft of Letter from Alexander Parris to Stephen Pleasanton 
 
 

[written in Alexander Parris’s hand] 
 
       Boston  June 5th  1847 
 
Sir, 
 
 When I was in your office at Washington in March last I mentioned to you 
[crossed out:  that it was necessary that something should be done] the necessity of 
improving the landing place at Martinicus Rock [crossed out: to improve the Landing for 
Boats in that place which is now very dificult and danger]  in order that the boats which 
are obliged to go there might land with less difficulty and danger than its present 
condition imposes.  I [crossed out: was] had been on the rock most of the time from the 
first of September 1846 to the first day of the February following. The month of 
September was very pleasant; but from about the [crossed out: middle] 15th of Oct. to the 
time I left there was but a small partition of the time [crossed out: that] in which a 
landing upon or any communication with the maine land or any of the the neighbouring 
Islands [crossed out: can] could be had.  On the 7th of Jan[uar]y Mr. Abbot the Light 
Keeper left the rock for the maine land to procure provision for the workmen and his 
Family and did not return until the 18th was about eleven days [crossed out:  in the 
meantime we] and before his return [crossed out: we were] our allowance of provision 
became very short.  He Mr. Abbot informs me that it’s frequently the case that he is 
absent 3 to 4 weeks when visiting the main before a Landing on the rock can be safely 
had.  He also tells me that he has done considerable since he has been Light Keeper 
towards improving the landing by removing rocks but building fires upon and around the 
rocks at low water, and when they have become heated by throwing water upon them 
they will be rent in such a manner at to be easly removed this however is a slow and 
tidyous way of accomplishing the object.  The work can be much quicker and better done 
by blasting with gunpowder. 
 
 I have delaied writing to [you] on this subject wishing to obtain a sketch of the 
shore before I could well explane the situation of the rock and the improvements 
proposed. Mr. Bryant has been there and furnished 
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the desired skitch of the Northwesterly shore, from which a Plan has been made showing 
the rocky coast. 
 
 At A the oil and stores are generally landed. At B. and C. sometimes is used for 
Passage to the little wharf which has be[en] built by Mr. Abbot and is a safe and only 
place a Boat can be secured.  This place however is most frequently approched by the 



passage D. which is about 40 rods and running parallel line with some rock which are 
bare at half tide, and parallel also with the brakers or waves making it a dif[ficul]t and 
dangerous passage where there is much sea running. 
 
 From what I observed when on the rock, I should think a passage for Boats could 
be most convenantly done at E.  At this place the water soon becomes deep and a Boat 
can be set off into deep water much soon[er] than from any other place and when going 
out or coming in is bearin[g] in at rite angles to the waves and is in less danger of filling 
and swamping as is called. [crossed out:  however I shall be going on to the rock in 
company about the 20th next with Mr. Anderson the collector of the customs at Portland 
to examine the work of the Light House now nearly completed, and after consulting with 
him and with Abbot the Light Keeper in whos judgement in this matter I have good 
opinion, also with Mr. Anderson we then can diside upon what is best to be done. Mr. 
Bryant has made a statement of his view and an offer to do the work for two hundred and 
seventy five dollars, as follows] 
 
 I have shown at E. on the plan anexed by dark lines the parts of the rocks, which 
in my opinion should be removed to make [crossed out: to make] a safe and good 
landing.  Something may be done at A towards improving the landing there of Oil and 
Stores.  
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 Mr. Bryant has handed to me a paper stating his view for improving the several 
landings on said rock with an offer to accomplish the work for the sum of  375 dollars. 
[crossed out:  His, He states, I think] Mr. Bryant saies “If the Fifth Auditor should be 
desposed to improve and facilitate the landing at this place, I should recommend that the 
obstructions in the opening at B to be removed so as to admit a Boat at one third ebb tide, 
and also at C. at half tide; likewise at D. at three quarters ebb, or as low as can be done in 
the deteched boulders, without cutting in to the solid ledge, and I would undertake to 
open a passage to each of the enterances, wide enough to admit a boat for the sum of two 
hundred and seventy five dollars; and if the weather and other circumstances should 
prove favourable I would also make an opening at E with out extra charge.” 
 
       I am sir your ob[edien]t serv[an]t 
             signed Gridley Bryant 
 
Capt. Alex Parris 
 
 [crossed out: Should you] 
 It is calculated that Mr. Anderson the collector at Portland and myself will visit 
the Martinicus Rock some time in course of [crossed out: this] the present month at 
which time we can after consulting Mr. Abbot the Light Keeper in whose judgment in 
this matter I have good opinion, we can decide upon [crossed out: the] what is best to be 



done to effect a safe and good landing with the least expence, should you be pleased to 
allow a small sum for that purpose.  All within submitted for your consideration by 
   
       sir your obe[dien]t serv[an]t 
 
Hon. Stephen Pleasanton 
5th Auditor 
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Copy of letter wrote to 
the 5 Auditor relative 

to improving the Landing 
of Martinicus Rock 

 
June 5th  1847 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 


